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A PRECURSOR OF PRECURSORS?

PIERRE GUINAND

This article was originally published in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) in March 2015, and is re-printed
here with the gracious permission of the SBZ and the author. The translation by George Struble was later
published in the AHPS's 'Tell' (November 2016). It follows up two articles on Perfins in our Newsletter in March
(Page 25) and July (Page 67) 2016.
In the past, many collectors had the habit of keeping all their stamps, no matter what their condition. One finds in
certain old albums veritable cadavers, stamps that lack perforations or corners, have thins, are torn, are mutilated
by tears or scissor cuts, and that even among pieces of little value. "I have never thrown away a stamp", a saying
often heard from the mouths of collectors of preceding generations, who probably believed that no stamp,
however damaged, deserves to end up in the recycle bin.
A collector stuck one copy in his album, then placed in a stockbook of duplicates 20, 50, or 100 other similar
pieces, maybe because he was planning to trade some, or simply because he had to store them somewhere ...
They might also be put in bundles of 50 or 100 stamps tied with string, packets that would be stored next to
others in a box for cigars or chocolates.

Not so with stamps perforated by houses of commerce. Those were
treated simply as waste, and many collectors had no compunctions
about discarding them, not without making a gesture as illtempered as definitive. The perfins [as they are named today in
French too] were thus dismissed, crumpled, torn, destroyed or
thrown into the garbage. Thus condemned to death, these pariahs
would nevermore dishonour the albums of serious collectors.
Happily, modes change, and not only are perforated stamps
accepted today; they are researched, particularly in the category of
regional or patrimonial collections. Diverse forms of cancellations, postal markings, machine-printed postage,
perforated stamps - there they are, among the others, collecting styles practiced in our time In nearly every
country, catalogues are dedicated to perforated stamps, and the doors of stamp expositions are henceforth
opened to them. We must salute here a veritable rehabilitation!
The objective of these perforations was to prevent employees from being tempted to use, for their personal mail,
the stamps bought by the business for whom they worked. This wise precaution originated in Great Britain, where
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in 1856, the postal administration authorised businesses to mark their stamps by means of private overprints,
generally by initials, imprinted or struck manually. In this connection, let us remember that philatelists owe an
enormous amount to the English: after the introduction of the postage stamp itself (1840), they introduced
perforations (1854), private overprints (1856), and private perforations (1868).

Perforated stamps offer collectors an original paradox: perforations will increase the value of low-value stamps,
whereas they will decrease it for higher-value stamps, often significantly. How much would you pay for a
perforated Z.71E? As to perfins remaining in their mint state, lovers of these stamps know they are rare. In
Switzerland, the first known perforated stamps date from 1874, while their precursors, little cachets, appeared in
1870. But we come now to the object of this article, which clarifies the somewhat enigmatic meaning of its title:
here is a commercial cover, more precisely an invoice, of the firm Friedrich Glauser of Burgdorf, active in the sale
of textiles. It is dated from 3 rd September, 1863, and its stamp, cancelled the next day, bears the manuscript f.G.,
visibly in the same handwriting as the signature of f. Glauser found below the text.

If the stamp on this letter is an isolated case, then this remains an anecdote. But if we learn that the firm Glauser
marked its stamps during a substantial period, we would have there a precursor of private cachets, themselves
precursors of perfins ... So, friends and collectors of Burgdorf, can you clarify this for us?
INFORMATION LEAFLETS FROM THE ABPS
The Association of British Philatelic Societies produces a number of useful information leaflets. They cover the
following topics: What is Stamp Collecting? ; Stamps Fact Sheet ; What is Postal History? ; What is Thematic
Collecting? ; What is Postal Stationery? ; What is Open Philately? ; What is Traditional Collecting? ; The ABPS
Philatelic Congress of Great Britain ; The Visiting Speaker ; What the ABPS Does For You and The ABPS Awards
Scheme. New leaflets are in preparation for Cinderella Collecting, Society Auctions and Postcard Collecting. Copies
of the leaflets can be obtained by sending a SAE to the Secretary at ABPS General Secretary, 41 Devonshire Place,
London, W1G6JY or downloaded from the website - www.abps.org.uk
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BOB MEDLAND

As part of the ‘Lucerne 2016’ event the Editor and Librarian joined forces to collate as many unanswered question
as possible from back-numbers of the Newsletter and elsewhere, in the hope that some of our colleagues in
Switzerland might be able to provide some answers. So these were introduced as the first ‘sleepy session’ on both
afternoons - with some lively debate to ensure that no one was thinking of dozing off having had a glass of Swiss
wine or a beer at lunchtime. Here is a selection from the many questions raised and discussed – and not always
were there clear answers.

For starters our Chairman, David Hope, had enquired about two cancellers from Saas Fee (VS) shown above. It was
confirmed that they were used at Saas Fee post office which is the same building as the bus terminal, but their
use had no direct connection with bus passengers (thanks to Werner Gattiker for this).

Another query regarding cancellers was outstanding from the September 2013 Newsletter when Don Gardiner
asked what the initials ‘B. B.’ stood for in the Aarau Group 148A ‘Elzevir’ canceller from the 1860s illustrated
above. This group of cancellers comprised the first to be manufactured by Guller & Cie. using reels instead of
plugs for the date, also the last designed with the attractive, if old-fashioned, ‘Elzevir’ typeset. This question
provoked considerable discussion and differing views: Hans Zinken believed it to mean ‘Brief Bureau’ whilst I
thought that it was simply a repetition of ‘Brief Brief’, similar to the example from Bienne ‘Let. Let'. A definitive
answer may still be out there somewhere, perhaps in Guller’s records.
In the August 2015 Newsletter there had been a query as to why Tell/Tellboy stamps had been produced in setenant and tête-bêche in stamp books. Noone has come forward with an answer to date. In Lucerne the general
view after some discussion was that odd values were included in booklet panes to even out the total value of the
booklet. This was because all booklets had ‘round’ prices of 3f00, 5f00 etc. instead of 4f95 etc.
Noone had an answer to the following questions so it seems appropriate to raise them again here:
Why did Pro Juventute issues before 1937 not show the value of the surcharge?
Why were just two historic figures, Jeremias Gotthelf and Albrecht von Haller, chosen to appear twice each on Pro
Juventute stamps - shown below?
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Even our Swiss friends were left bemused by this last puzzle: Werner Stauffaucher of Schwyz, Arnold von der
Halden of Unterwalden and Walter Fürst of Uri are the three men reputed to have taken the Rütli Oath in 1291.
But is it known which of them is the 'man in the middle' with the long beard, depicted on two stamps Z216 &
Z243 and the Bundesfeier cards of 1915 and 1932 (illustrated above)?
THE MUSEUM OF COMMUNICATION'S ONLINE DATABASE

Ms. Olivia Strasser at the Swiss Museum of Communication, who some of us met in Bern last June, has digitised
several thousand stamp sketches and made them available to the public on the Museum's online database. The
collection, which spans the years 1854 to 1975 and includes original works by famous Swiss artists, affords some
extremely interesting insights into cultural history. The link to the Museum's database where you can find the
collection is: http://datenbanksammlungen.mfk.ch/eMP/eMuseumPlus
Ms. Strasser has provided the following search aid: search with keyword (=box for Stichwort). For „sketch of a
postage stamp“ use => Briefmarkenentwurf; for „preliminary essay“ use => Vorentwürfe]
RECEIVING YOUR NEWSLETTER
EDITOR
To be sure you receive your monthly Newsletter promptly and regularly, please let us know as soon as possible of
any changes in your email or postal address and contact the Newsletter distributors immediately if you have not
received your regular copy by the 7 th day of the month in question. We apologise for any delays on our part, but
we can assure you that we, and our Printers, do our level best to get each issue out to everyone in good time.
Contact details: Distributor of the postal version – Rosalind Ragg – Telephone 01789 470145.
Distributor of the electronic version – Richard Donithorn – details in the header to this and all Newsletters.
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GRAHAM SMITH

We all have background information on our beloved collection tucked away in files and envelopes. Our former
Packet Secretary, Graham Smith, produced meticulous notes based on his researches and some years ago his
widow, Mary, donated them to the Society. Here is one of his shorter “notes” which exemplifies his particular
interest in the artistry behind these stamp designs.
The subject of these four high-value stamps issued on 18 th September 1961, replacing the three in use since 1938,
is an apt continuation of the theme of the 1960 definitive issue of 'Outstanding Swiss Architectural Monuments'.
They were designed by A. Bagnoud, engraved by H. Heusser and printed recess on white safety paper with blue
and red fibres. The 20Fr. definitive was introduced here for the first time. It was needed following sharp rises in
postal rates for airmail packages and parcels abroad.
The figures of the 'Evangelists' forming the basis of the designs are taken from related woodcarvings dating from
the last quarter of the 15 th century. They first adorned the church of St. Oswald at Zug; later they became the
property of the Antiquarian Society in Zurich. They are now in the Swiss National Museum. The four statues
carved in linden wood measure about sixteen inches in height. They still bear traces of gilding and colouring, and
were probably carved by the outstanding mediaeval sculptor Ulrich Rossenstein of Lachen, or by a particularly
gifted member of his workshop.
The Evangelists' names are given on the stamps in the Latin form, in consideration of the four language groups in
Switzerland.
St. Matthew, 3Fr. - Most artists portray St. Matthew as a middle-aged bearded man. In this carving he is shown
with a youthful appearance. His symbol is the angel, who is interpreted as the embodiment of devine inspiration
during the apostle's writing of the Gospel. The artist has succeeded in imparting an intent expression to the face,
as if he were listening to the words of the angel speaking to him at his side. He is wearing a mantle reminiscent of
a cope.
St Mark, 5Fr. - St Mark is shown as middle-aged. He is clothed in the typical lay-dress of the late Middle Ages with
a fur-lined cloak or cassock ('schaube'). The gesture of his right hand is that of a man who teaches; his left hand
resting on the book, the Gospel. His symbol, the winged lion, is familiar to all who have visited Venice.
St. Luke, 10Fr. - St. Luke may be regarded as the scholar among the Evangelists and, besides, he had the reputation
of an artist in the Middle Ages. He is represented as a venerable old man with emaciated and stern features. He is
turning over the leaves of the Gospel and is accompanied by the winged bull, his symbol. He too is wearing a kind
of liturgical vestment.
St. John, 20Fr. - As in most works of art at that time, St. John is represented as a handsome youth, whose amusing
face is framed by rich curly hair. He is clothed in a garment and mantle falling in rich folds. The Gospel book in
which he is writing is resting on the back of an eagle, his symbol, interpreting the soaring thoughts of the author
of the fourth Gospel, and of the Revelation.
n.b. the front elevation of St. Oswalds Church appears on a Swiss definitive stamp (Z426) shown on the next page.
A panoramic view of Zug appears on one of the Swiss Lakes postal stationery cards set and two other buildings in
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the town are featured on Z753 showing the Clocktower with its astronomical clock and the 2016 Pro Patria stamp
showing its part half-timbered Castle. (Editor)
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

USEFUL ADVICE FOR “MODERNISTS”
WERNER GATTIKER
I know that many of our members have little or no interest in the postage stamps of Switzerland issued by the PTT
and Swiss Post since the 1930s. Consequently, they have probably not examined Werner Gattiker's updated listing
of these issues. Between the lines Werner has provided his usual informative tips, some of which, I think, could
usefully be shared by a wider audience. They include:
“Self-adhesives, first introduced in 1996 with the 'Greetings' stamps: Most self-adhesives are from booklets, diecut into individual stamps, held together by the backing paper. Water-soluble gum is used, so used stamps can be
soaked off with a bit more effort than for ordinary gummed stamps. Since 2008 self-adhesives appear in two
types: die-stamped singly, on backing paper, as previously, and traditionally perforated through backing paper,
looking like gummed stamps.
Used stamps with 'A/PRIORITY' labels: The labels are attached to the stamps only by 2 or 3 tiny “bridges” and
more often than not float free when being soaked. If you collect stamps with such labels it is best to either have
'cancelled to order' (CTO) stamps on original backing paper, or stamps left on piece.”
He has provided the first answer I have come across to my request (in HPSN October 2015) for information on
some of the benefits to collectors of Swiss of acquiring an Ultra-Violet lamp: “Change of paper from
phosphorescent to fluorescent: In 1986/87 the Post Office changed the paper tagging which activates the sorting
and cancelling machines. This change cannot be detected with the naked eye, only with the help of an UV lamp.
Under UV light paper with phosphorescent coating (used up to 1986) appears bright yellow with a 1 to 2 second
afterglow, while fluorescent coated paper (used from 1987 onwards) appears speckled to bright greenish yellow
and shows no afterglow. Absolute darkness is required to detect the afterglow. This works reasonably well for
mint stamps, but because the phosphor and especially the fluor coatings are partially water-soluble, it is not
always possible to allocate used stamps correctly, particularly if they have been soaked for any length of time.”
Regarding his generally upward revision of prices for unused and used stamps issued in the C21 st Werner states:
“The deterioration in the value of the Pound Sterling since the Brexit vote is forcing me to make changes. I am not
able to replenish any modern sections of my stock from UK sources and am forced to buy in the European market,
notably in Switzerland itself, where our currency is now worth 15% to 18% less than a year ago. It remains
diffiicult to impossible to find and buy stocks of recently commercially used stamps. Genuinely used stamps
(particularly those issued since 2005) do not seem to appear in the market.”
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Parcel cards are familiar and interesting items of postal history. We must all have seen them from time to time but
what do we know about them? They are a fascinating area of our hobby which seems to have been neglected by
collectors and cataloguers over the years. From c1860 to 1959 their official post office stationery number was
P.1845, renumbered PTT318.40 thereafter.

No. 1845 – IX.29. 1.000.000

No. 1845 – VI.30. 2.000.000.

Some of our members – especially those who attended 'Lucerne 2016' – may know Wim Jacobi who is our Swiss
philatelic cousin in The Netherlands. He is the Editor of the Studiegroep Svitserland's excellent journal
'Jungfraupost' which we have up to date in the HPS Library (available for borrowing free to our members!). Wim is
compiling detailed information about the printing history and use of these cards from the 1880s through to
modern times and I have started to help him with details from my own collection. So here is a plea to all HPS
members for some international co-operation!
Wim has explained about the required detail which is vital if he is to be able to catalogue the printing accurately.
I quote him: “Every point, comma or line is important in the stationery number. The number was 1845 (variations:
P, P., No, No., N°' Nr). I would very much appreciate good scans of both the front and reverse of any cards because
I want to know all the differences in the lay-out and the text. The two examples illustrated above show how the
differences are important. The second version differs from the first in having a place to put a seal i.e. a value
declaration.”
If you have any such cards in your collection, please can you send me details as follows:
1. The exact small-print in the lower margin (bottom-left, right or reverse of the card). For example: 'R. & S. - I 90 800,000' at bottom-left and 'No 1845' at bottom-right. These are the printing details and they tell us that it is
official stationery item no.1845 printed by the firm Rieder & Simmen in January 1890, print run of 800,000 cards.
2. The date of posting, where the card was sent from and to, also the exchange office if sent abroad.
Ideally, please can you send email scans of both front and back to me in the first instance, at librarian@swissphilately.co.uk . Or please phone 01761 452959 if you would like my home postal address or any further
information. It will be much appreciated. In due course Wim will publish details of his research in 'Jungfraupost'
and we hope that some of this will be translated and appear in our own Newsletter. Many thanks in advance.
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NEWS FROM THE SWISS RAILWAYS SOCIETY

Following on from his book on Swiss Postbuses Martin Fisher has published a further well-illustrated tome on the
existing funiculars, cable cars, chairlifts, gondelbahns and rack-and-pinion railways conveying the visitor to
mountain alps and peaks. It would be interesting to know to what extent the provision of these forms of transport
contributed to improving postal services in remote locations and, in the early days, reducing the physical strains
on human/equine postal staff of accessing some of them. The 120-page book entitled 'Swiss Mountain Climbing –
the Easy Way' can be obtained from Glyn Jones of Swiss Railway Society Sales: Email sales: swissrailsoc'org.uk
Postal address: SRS Sales, 13, Welland Close, Dalebrook, Winshill, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE15OAG. Other titles
include 'Rigi Railways' by Ron Smith and 'Swiss Railways – Six Decades of Change' by Philip J. Kelley.
N.B. Swiss Post recently issued two stamps and related cancellation, first day cover and maxicards to celebrate the
50th Anniversary of the Schilthorn-Piz Gloria Cablecar (of James Bond fame – see illustration above left) - the third
cablecar system to appear on a Swiss stamp, the others being the Säntis Cablecar on the 50c definitive in 1949
and the Stanserhorn Cabrio Cablecar on the Sfr1.00 commemorative in 2012 (above right).
A Co-operative Association has purchased and renovated the cable car system which climbs up from Trübbach
near Sargans in Canton St. Gallen to the alpine pastures above. Services of the so-called 'Palfries Bahn'
recommenced for the summer season 2016 providing a spectacular outing for tourists and ramblers alike. It has
been added to the National Inventory of Historic Cableways. The ticketing system the operators have chosen to
use is based on the traditional Edmondson Card tickets – they come in a large variety of colours and fare details
(see illustration below). It is possibly one of the last systems to do so on a daily basis.

One of the evocative cards in Paul Jenkins' collection showing the paddle steamer 'La Suisse' leaving Geneva was
featured in the March 2017 edition of 'Swiss Express'. Paul's description reminded readers that the names of such
steamships often changed. For example, the vessel shown on the card was apparently launched in 1875 as the
'Mont Blanc' and was renamed 'La Suisse' in 1893 and again in 1910 as the 'Evian'.
News of lake steamers coming back into service - The BLS ship 'Blümisalp' operated a 2016/17 Christmas/New
Year programme. The 'Lötschberg' on the Brienzersee is undergoing repairs. The 'Spiez' is being fully restored and
a maiden voyage for its new steam engine is planned for December 2018. Out of service for a number of years,
the 'p/s Italie' has undergone an extensive rebuild (including replacement engines) and resumed operations on
'Lac Léman' last November.
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING AND AGM 2017
NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY
st
nd
The National Meeting will be held on Saturday 1 and Sunday 2 April 2017 in Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. The
Society's AGM will take place at the venue during the Sunday morning session. If you can only come on one of the
days then there are opportunities to do so – further details from our Treasurer, Norton Wragg Tel. 01625 613654
Email: treasurer@swiss-philately.co.uk If you have not attended one of our meetings before you can be assured that
you will be made most welcome. We look forward to seeing you there.
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UN GENEVA MISSES OUT

EDITOR

The United Nations has been working with the Smurfs
(c/oSony Pictures Entertainment) organisation on the
Smurfs' Campaign for Happiness, designed to promote the
17 UN Sustainable Development Goals and to encourage
people to take action to protect the planet and promote a
peaceful and just World. 20 th March was the International
Day of Happiness! The United Nations celebrated it with two
special events Smurf stamp sheets (10 different designs per
sheet) in US dollars and Euros, but not one in Swiss francs. Perhaps UN Geneva felt that Switzerland had benefited
sufficiently from Swiss Post's Smurf stamps released in 2013 – see illustration.
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

FOCUS ON STAMPS

EDITOR

I have received a query from a member on how best to access SwissPost's quarterly publication on new issues. As
I have mentioned before, they recently stopped producing a printed version in English. An electronic version in
English in summary form can be found on their Post Shop website (www.postshop.ch). – it is usually issued a little
after the published French and German editions. I have received two alternative means of accessing it from Post
Shop personnel. The detailed website addresses suggested are:
www.postshop.ch/magazine-focus-on-stamps.ch/aktuelle-ausgabe/lupe-1-2017/
www.post.ch/en/private/discover-stamps/collecting-stamps/stamp-publications
You can still receive a free hard-copy version in French or German through the post, simply by requesting it from
SwissPost: Postal address - Post CH AG, Postellen und Verkauf, Ostermundigenstrasse 91, 3030 Bern, Schweiz.
Email - customer service@post.ch ; Telephone (abroad) – 084 288 00 88
SWITZERLAND AT THE ROYAL

FRED HOADLEY

On Thursday 28th September 2017, Jean Voruz FRPSL, President of the Consilium Philateliæ Helveticæ, will
present a display entitled ‘Geneva Postal Services 1839-1862: From Cantonal Post to Federal Post’ to the Royal
Philatelic Society London, at No. 41, Devonshire Place, London W1G 6JY.
Patrick Maselis, RPSL President Elect, invites members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society to attend as guests of the
Royal, to enjoy this wonderful display of the early Geneva Posts.
A summary of the display (courtesy of the author): In 1839 Geneva adopted a local currency based on the French
Franc. At the time, Geneva was the most important city in Switzerland and, with Zurich, one of the first two postal
administrations in continental Europe to issue stamps. In 1852, the new Swiss federal state adopted a common
currency, the Swiss Franc based on the Franc of Geneva. For the next 10 years, the Federal Post in Geneva used
many unique cancellations, some of which are very rare.
Switzerland is not often represented at the Royal, and this promises to be a display of the highest quality, offering
members of our society an opportunity to view the display, enjoy a 20-minute presentation and discuss the finer
points of Geneva philately with the expert.
Jean Voruz has exhibited at all levels of national and international philately, including a competitive entry on the
above-mentioned subject exhibited at the World Stamp Show in New York, in June 2016. Also, at the Royal in
November 2016, Jean exhibited ‘How the French Currency of Geneva became the Swiss Franc 1849-1852’, as part
of a group display by members of the Académie de Philatélie.
Would members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society who are interested in attending this meeting please contact
Fred Hoadley: email. fred.hoadley@btinternet.com Tel. 01403 711987 to arrange access for the day. Further
information will be provided to those wishing to attend.
'WORPEX 2017' will be held at Tudor Grange Academy, Bilford Road, Worcester on Saturday 13 th May 2017.
Several specialist societies will be present, including, probably, the HPS. Details: David Grant Tel. 01299 824829.
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SPONSORSHIP FOR KIT JARMAN

Members will find a separate attachment with this month's Newsletter. It is a sponsorship form from our member
Kit Jarman. Some time ago Kit suffered an illness that left him in a wheelchair and unable to walk. Through sheer
determination and a lot of hard work Kit has got back on his feet and is walking. He would now like to thank those
who helped him achieve this objective by doing a 5-mile sponsored walk in aid of the Macmillan Nurses who have
helped him. The Committee endorses his initiative and have agreed to this one-off request.
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN MARCH 2017

DAVID HOPE

Postal use of Pro Juventute and Pro Patria stamps was the subject of Norton Wragg's 'Chairman's Presentation' to
the Northern Group. Norton began by explaining that the Post Office agreed to the issue of charity stamps for
children's welfare providing the name of the organisation was neutral. Hence the latin 'Pro Juventute'. The stamps
were sold by children and also to businesses. They were not allowed on international mail until 1921 after a
decision on charity stamps made at the 1920 UPU Congress. However Norton showed a postcard to USA posted in
1915! After an agreement between Italy and Switzerland the stamps could be used to Italy before 1921. Norton
showed the usage of the stamps on postcards, business envelopes, registered mail, value declared, packetpost,
express mail, Nachnahme and censored mail. Among the wide variety of material were items to Kenya, Indonesia,
Nyasaland, Belgian Congo and Southern Cameroons. The Pro Patria section included a similar range of usage.
Notable here were items to Swiss members of the Neutral Nations' Supervisory Commission in Korea. All in all a
fascinating display enjoyed by all present.
NEXT REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group - Saturday 3rd June 2017 – 'Censored Mail and Other Items from Alison Kilpatrick's Collection'.
Additional short displays from the members present are also welcomed. Saturday 7 th October 2017 – 'A Day of
Members' Presentations' – all welcome. March 2018 – date and subject to be determined – all the meetings are at
'The Three Crowns' Public House in Whaddon (near Salisbury), Wiltshire from 10.30am to approx. 4.00pm . Further
details from Werner Gattiker: – Tel. 01273 845 501; website - werner@swisstamps.co.uk.
Northern Group meet at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire. Details of future meetings for the next
season will appear in due course. Contact: David Hope: Tel. 0161 3030091.
ADDENDA

EDITOR

My apologies. Mike Sharp, the author of the article on the 10Rp Blue Strubli on the front page of the March 2017
edition, has pointed out that the fifth “particular category of printing errors” set out in the third paragraph should
have read: “double impression”.
I also forgot to include the contact address of the American Postal History Society in the introduction to the article
on the History of the Geneva Fairs in the last Newsletter. If you wish to learn more about them, access their past
journals or join their Society their website is: www.postalhistorysociety.org On a point of detail - the question
marks ('???') in the second line of the article on Page 25 should not have been there !

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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